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Abstract

We assess how multilingual language models
maintain a shared multilingual representation
space while still encoding language-sensitive
information in each language. Using XLM-R
as a case study, we show that languages occupy
similar linear subspaces after mean-centering,
evaluated based on causal effects on language
modeling performance and direct comparisons
between subspaces for 88 languages. The sub-
space means differ along language-sensitive
axes that are relatively stable throughout mid-
dle layers, and these axes encode information
such as token vocabularies. Shifting represen-
tations by language means is sufficient to in-
duce token predictions in different languages.
However, we also identify stable language-
neutral axes that encode information such as
token positions and part-of-speech. We visu-
alize representations projected onto language-
sensitive and language-neutral axes, identify-
ing language family and part-of-speech clus-
ters, along with spirals, toruses, and curves
representing token position information. These
results demonstrate that multilingual language
models encode information along orthogonal
language-sensitive and language-neutral axes,
allowing the models to extract a variety of fea-
tures for downstream tasks and cross-lingual
transfer learning.

1 Introduction

Despite state-of-the-art performance on a wide va-
riety of multilingual NLP tasks (Conneau et al.,
2020a; Hu et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2020; Lin et al.,
2021; Xue et al., 2021), the internal structure of
multilingual language model representation spaces
is not well understood. The success of these mod-
els is often attributed to a shared multilingual space
across languages, with claims that the models “map
representations coming from different languages in
a single shared embedding space” (Conneau et al.,
2020b) and that “different languages are close to a
shared space” (Pires et al., 2019). While intuitive,

Figure 1: XLM-R representations in layer six projected
onto a linear subspace where two axes are language-
neutral (horizontal axes), and one axis is language-
sensitive (vertical axis). Projecting from the side visual-
izes the language-sensitive axis (top right). Projecting
from the top down visualizes the language-neutral axes
encoding token position information, forming a nearly
perfect torus in the representation space (bottom right).

many of these assumptions have not been examined
in detail. For example, the models have been shown
to retain language-sensitive information such as
linguistic typological features (language-sensitive
representations; Choenni and Shutova, 2020; Liang
et al., 2021; Rama et al., 2020) despite also ex-
hibiting cross-lingual alignment of representations
(language-neutral representations; Conneau et al.,
2020b; Libovický et al., 2020; Pires et al., 2019).
It remains unclear how the underlying geometry of
the representation space facilitates this integration
of language-sensitive and language-neutral infor-
mation, and the structure of the space with respect
to individual features and axes remains an open
question.

In this work, we present an analysis of the geom-
etry of multilingual language model representations
using downstream language modeling predictions,
direct comparisons between language subspaces,
and visualizations of representations projected onto
low-dimensional subspaces. Using the multilingual
language model XLM-R as a case study (Conneau
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et al., 2020a), we find that language subspaces are
similar to one another after mean-centering, and dif-
ferences between subspace means encode language-
sensitive information such as language vocabular-
ies. We identify language-sensitive axes that cluster
representations by language family, and we identify
language-neutral axes that encode token positions
and part-of-speech. These axes remain relatively
stable across layers, suggesting that multilingual
language models maintain stable substructures for
individual features during processing. Our results
highlight the importance of representational geom-
etry in understanding multilingual language model
representations, laying the groundwork for future
research in multilingual subspace geometry and
interpretable multilingual learning.1

2 Related work

Previous work has considered how multilingual
language models encode different types of informa-
tion. For example, mean representation distances
between languages correlate with phylogenetic dis-
tances between languages (Rama et al., 2020), and
individual representations can be used to predict lin-
guistic typological features (Choenni and Shutova,
2020), particularly after projecting onto language-
sensitive subspaces (Liang et al., 2021). The mod-
els also maintain language-neutral subspaces that
encode information that is shared across languages.
Syntactic information is encoded largely within a
shared syntactic subspace (Chi et al., 2020), to-
ken frequencies may be encoded similarly across
languages (Rajaee and Pilehvar, 2022), and rep-
resentations shifted according to language means
facilitate cross-lingual parallel sentence retrieval
(Libovický et al., 2020; Pires et al., 2019). How-
ever, these studies have primarily focused on spe-
cific features or probing tasks, with less focus on
how the broader geometry of the original represen-
tation space facilitates feature encodings and inter-
actions. To better understand this broader context,
we consider overall language subspaces in multilin-
gual language models, identifying axes that encode
language-sensitive and language-neutral features.

3 Language subspaces

As an initial assessment of the geometry of multilin-
gual representation spaces, we identified affine (i.e.
mean-shifted linear) subspaces for 88 languages in

1Code is available at https://github.com/
tylerachang/multilingual-geometry.

the multilingual language model XLM-R (Conneau
et al., 2020a) using singular value decomposition
(SVD) over contextualized token representations in
each language. Previous work has considered SVD
primarily in the context of singular value canonical
correlation analysis (SVCCA; Raghu et al., 2017)
to quantify informational similarity between sets
of representations (e.g. Kudugunta et al., 2019;
Saphra and Lopez, 2019), without considering the
geometry of the un-transformed subspaces. Here,
we found that SVD identifies affine subspaces that
sufficiently account for language modeling perfor-
mance in individual languages, and the subspaces
are similar to one another after subtracting lan-
guage means, particularly in middle layers.

3.1 Model and dataset

In all experiments, we used the pre-trained lan-
guage model XLM-R, which has achieved state-
of-the-art performance on a variety of multilingual
NLP tasks (Conneau et al., 2020a). XLM-R fol-
lows the Transformer architecture of BERT and
RoBERTa (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019),
but the model is trained to predict masked tokens
in 100 languages. To extract contextualized to-
ken representations from XLM-R, we inputted text
sequences from the OSCAR corpus of cleaned
web text data (Abadji et al., 2021), concatenat-
ing consecutive sentences such that each sequence
contained 512 tokens. We used the vector repre-
sentations outputted by each Transformer layer as
our token representations in layers one through
twelve, and we used the uncontextualized token
embeddings for layer zero. We considered the
88 languages that appear in both the XLM-R pre-
training corpus and the OSCAR corpus, excluding
languages with fewer than 100 sequences in OS-
CAR.2

3.2 Affine language subspaces

We defined an affine subspace for each language A
using the language’s mean representation µA ∈ Rd

along with k directions of maximal variance in
the language, defined by an orthonormal basis
VA ∈ Rd×k. To identify this subspace, we applied
singular value decomposition (SVD) centered at
µA using 262K contextualized token representa-
tions from language A (512 sequences in the OS-
CAR corpus). We selected the subspace dimension-
ality k such that the subspace accounted for 90%

2Experimental details are outlined in Appendix A.
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Figure 2: Language modeling perplexity scores in lan-
guage A when projecting representations onto different
affine language subspaces in each layer. We report the
mean perplexity ratio (the projected perplexity score
divided by the original perplexity score) over all 88 eval-
uation languages A. For projections onto language B
subspaces, we report the mean perplexity ratio for all
pairs where the evaluation language A did not match the
subspace language B. Higher values indicate worse lan-
guage modeling performance. Due to the interpretation
of perplexities as inverse probabilities, we computed
geometric rather than arithmetic means. Shaded regions
indicate one (geometric) standard deviation from the
mean.

of the total variance in the language.3 Across all
layers, the median subspace dimensionality was
335, less than half of the original 768 dimensions.

Affine subspaces accounted for language mod-
eling performance. To assess the extent to which
affine subspaces encoded relevant information in
their corresponding languages, we evaluated lan-
guage modeling perplexity scores for each lan-
guage A when projecting representations onto the
corresponding language subspace:

ProjA(x) = VAV
T
A (x− µA) + µA

We computed the ratio of the projected perplexity
to the original perplexity in language A. As shown
in Figure 2 (ProjA), there were generally only mi-
nor increases in perplexity despite projecting onto
subspaces with less than half the dimensionality
of the original space. This suggests that affine lan-
guage subspaces encode much of the information
relevant to the language modeling task in their cor-
responding languages.

Language subspaces differed from one an-
other. To evaluate whether the model was sim-
ply using the same affine subspace for all lan-
guages, we evaluated perplexities in each language

3Results were qualitatively similar for subspaces account-
ing for variance proportions in [75%, 90%, 95%, 99%].

A when projecting onto subspaces for different lan-
guages B. As shown in Figure 2 (ProjB), perplex-
ities increased substantially when projecting onto
these other language subspaces, suggesting that the
model maps text in different languages into distinct
subspaces. However, we note that these projections
projected onto subspaces passing through each µB ,
which may have been quite far from the original
mean of the evaluation language µA. Thus, the
high perplexities when projecting onto other lan-
guage subspaces may simply have been a result
of projecting onto subspaces passing through µB

rather than µA.
Mean-shifted subspaces were similar to one

another. We again evaluated perplexities in each
language A projected onto languages B, but we
shifted the language B subspaces such that they
passed through µA.4 As shown in Figure 2
(ProjB,µA

), particularly for middle layers, perplexi-
ties under these mean-shifted projections were only
moderately higher than when projecting onto the
language A subspace. In other words, projecting
onto the affine subspace for language B shifted
onto µA was similar to projecting onto the affine
subspace for language A itself (by default passing
through µA). This suggests that in middle lay-
ers, the affine subspaces for different languages are
similar to one another when shifted according to
language means. In further support of this finding,
we note that the perplexity gap between ProjB and
ProjB,µA

tended to widen in deeper layers. This
implies that the language modeling performance
degradation caused by language projection ProjB
can be accounted for largely by language mean in
deeper layers. In these deeper layers, it appears that
the differences between language subspaces com-
press into differences between subspace means.

3.3 Subspace distances

As a complementary metric, we directly quantified
distances between the subspaces themselves. To do
this, we first note that our SVD approach to comput-
ing affine language subspaces identifies principal
axes with corresponding variances for each lan-
guage. By interpreting these axes and variances
as covariance matrices (instead of using them to
define affine subspaces), we can adopt theoretically-

4Note that ProjB,µA
(x) = VBV

T
B (x−µA)+µA is equal

to ProjB(x) shifted by the constant vector (I−VBV
T
B )(µA−

µB). In other words, the projected representation is shifted
by the component of µA − µB that is perpendicular to the
language B subspace.
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motivated distance metrics from mathematics that
quantify distances between positive definite matri-
ces (Bonnabel and Sepulchre, 2009).5 Specifically,
we define the distance between two positive definite
matrices KA,KB ∈ Rd×d as:

Distance(KA,KB) =

√∑

i

log2(λi) (1)

where λi are the d positive real eigenvalues of
K−1

A KB (Bonnabel and Sepulchre, 2009). This
distance metric is both symmetric and invariant to
linear transformations (e.g. rotations, reflections,
and scaling). However, because the metric ignores
subspace means, it can only be considered as a
distance metric between mean-centered subspaces.

We computed pairwise distances between the
88 language subspaces identified in the previous
section. To gain an intuitive understanding of the
subspace distances, we compared the true distances
to the distances between subspaces rotated by θ de-
grees or scaled by a multiplier γ along each axis.
For example, the distance between the Spanish
and Chinese subspaces in layer eight was approxi-
mately equal to the mean distance from a language
subspace to itself before and after rotation by two
degrees or scaling by 1.53x.6 This way, we were
able to consider the distance between any two sub-
spaces in terms of the analogous rotation or scaling.

Again, mean-shifted subspaces were similar
to one another. The mean rotation degrees and
scaling multipliers for language subspace distances
in each layer are shown in Figure 3. In line with
the perplexity comparison results in Section 3.2,
language subspaces in middle layers were surpris-
ingly similar to one another after mean-centering.
In layers six through eleven, the mean subspace
distances were equivalent to subspace rotations by
less than five degrees and subspace scalings by less
than 1.6x. This result aligns with previous work
suggesting that representations from middle layers
in multilingual language models are often the most
cross-linguistically aligned, particularly after ad-
justing for language means (Libovický et al., 2020;
Pires et al., 2019). In these middle layers, the model

5A positive definite matrix is a symmetric matrix with
positive eigenvalues. Our selected distance metric is described
in more detail in Appendix B.1 and in Bonnabel and Sepulchre
(2009).

6A rotation was defined as a θ-degree rotation in each of
the (randomly selected) d//2 independent planes of rotation.
A scaling was defined as multiplication or division by γ along
each of the d axes of variance. Details for the rotation and
scaling comparisons can be found in Appendix B.2.
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Figure 3: Analogous rotations and scalings be-
tween mean-centered language subspaces in each layer.
Shaded regions indicate one standard deviation from the
mean. In middle and late-middle layers, mean-centered
subspaces were more similar to one another.

representations are further from both the original
input and the final language modeling prediction,
both of which are highly language-sensitive.

4 Language-sensitive axes

Thus, it appears that languages occupy similar sub-
spaces in multilingual language models after mean-
centering, based on converging evidence from
downstream language modeling performance and
direct comparisons between language subspaces.
However, differences in subspace means demon-
strate that the language subspaces still differ along
particular axes. Intuitively, these axes should en-
code language-sensitive information, information
that has high mutual information with the input
language identity. For example, the word order
or specific tokens present in a raw linguistic input
are highly informative of the input language. In
this section, we consider whether axes connecting
subspace means encode language-sensitive features
such as token vocabularies. Indeed, we found that
shifting representations by language means was
sufficient to induce language modeling predictions
in arbitrary target languages. We then used lin-
ear discriminant analysis (LDA) to explicitly iden-
tify language-sensitive axes, finding that these axes
were surprisingly stable across middle layers.

4.1 Inducing target language vocabulary
We assessed whether shifting and projecting repre-
sentations according to language means and sub-
spaces was sufficient to induce language modeling
predictions in different languages. We defined a
language’s vocabulary as the set of tokens with fre-
quency at least 1e-6 (one occurrence per million
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Figure 4: The proportion of tokens in the original eval-
uation language A, the target language B, and in a set
of common tokens across languages (e.g. numerals and
punctuation), after different types of mean-shifting and
language subspace projections in the language model.
Layers were projected individually, and results were av-
eraged across layers. Results varied substantially based
on the evaluation and target languages (standard devia-
tions in all conditions between 0.11 and 0.25), likely due
to differences in vocabulary overlap between language
pairs, raw vocabulary sizes, and model biases towards
certain languages (Wu and Dredze, 2020). The dashed
line indicates the average proportion of tokens (5.4%)
that would be in any given language if predicting based
on random chance.

tokens) in up to one billion tokens from the OS-
CAR corpus for that language. In XLM-R, these
vocabularies ranged from 3K to 24K tokens from
the original 250K token vocabulary. From each vo-
cabulary, we excluded a set of common tokens (945
tokens) that appeared in at least 90% of the 88 lan-
guages; these common tokens consisted primarily
of punctuation, numbers, and one- to two-character
sequences of Latin characters.

We collected language modeling predictions
for 512 sequences in each evaluation language A,
computing the proportion of predicted tokens in
the language A vocabulary. For all languages,
nearly all predicted tokens were either common
tokens or tokens in the evaluation language (M =
99.5%, SD = 0.2%).7 The mean proportions of
common tokens and tokens in the evaluation lan-
guage A are shown in Figure 4.

Shifting by language means induced target
language vocabulary. We considered the same to-
ken proportions when representations in language
A were shifted towards each possible target lan-
guage B by adding the shift vector µB − µA. As

7Because nearly all predicted tokens in the unmodified
language model were either in the evaluation language A or
common tokens, the proportion of tokens in other languages
B in this condition were essentially due to vocabulary overlap
between languages A and B.

shown in Figure 4, shifting towards µB substan-
tially increased the proportion of predicted tokens
in language B, decreasing the proportion of pre-
dicted tokens in language A. This suggests that the
model encodes token vocabularies to some degree
along axes where language means differ.

Projecting onto subspaces induced additional
target language vocabulary. Next, we considered
whether projecting onto the language B subspace
induced additional predictions in language B. Pro-
jecting onto this subspace is equivalent to removing
information along axes orthogonal to the language
B subspace, by simply setting the representation
equal to µB along these axes. As shown in Figure
4, this projection alone induced a proportion of tar-
get language tokens similar to mean-shifting. This
suggests that along some axes, the language mean
alone captures relevant information about language
B vocabularies.

Then, we considered the combination of mean-
shifting and subspace projection; geometrically,
this set axes orthogonal to the language B sub-
space equal to µB , and it shifted representations
according to µB − µA along axes within the lan-
guage B subspace. Indeed, this transformation
further increased the proportion of predicted to-
kens in language B, beyond mean-shifting and
projection individually (Figure 4). Compared to
the unmodified language model, this transforma-
tion induced 4.7x more predicted tokens in the tar-
get language (10% → 47%), and 3.5x fewer pre-
dicted tokens in the original evaluation language
(75% → 21%). These results suggest that along
some axes, language-sensitive information can be
captured simply by language means (setting values
equal to µB); along other axes, representation dis-
tributions from other languages A can be shifted
towards language B (shifting values by µB − µA).
A more detailed interpretation of types of language-
sensitive axes is included in Appendix C.

4.2 Linear discriminant analysis (LDA)

In the previous section, we showed that language
subspaces differ along language-sensitive axes (e.g.
axes connecting language means), and these axes
encode information such as token vocabularies.
Next, as in Liang et al. (2021), we applied lin-
ear discriminant analysis (LDA) to identify specific
axes that separate language subspaces. Given n sets
of representations (in this case, one set of 4K ran-
domly sampled representations for each language),
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Figure 5: Representations in layers five, seven, and nine projected linearly onto the first two LDA axes that separate
languages in layer eight. Representations remained relatively unchanged along these axes as they passed through
middle layers of the model. Detailed plots are included in Appendix D.1.

LDA computes n− 1 axes that maximize separa-
tion between the sets. Building upon Liang et al.
(2021), we directly visualized representations pro-
jected onto the identified language-sensitive axes.

Languages clustered by family. When repre-
sentations were projected onto the first axes iden-
tified by LDA, they clustered loosely by language
family (Figure 5). This aligns with the findings
of Liang et al. (2021), who found that LDA axes
encode linguistic typological features and language
families. In Appendix D.1, we include LDA plots
for each layer, including all 88 individual language
means. In earlier layers and the final hidden layer,
representations appeared to cluster more by script;
indeed, these layers are closer to either the original
token inputs or the output token predictions.

Language-sensitive axes were stable in mid-
dle layers. Notably, the axes identified by LDA
resulted in surprisingly similar projections for mid-
dle layers (e.g. layers five through nine). In fact,
for these layers, we were able to project represen-
tations onto the same language-sensitive axes re-
gardless of layer. For example, all plots in Figure 5
project onto the language-sensitive axes computed
specifically for layer eight, but they result in nearly
identical projections for representations in layers
five through nine. Projections onto these axes for
the remaining layers are shown in Appendix D.1,
remaining similar for layers three through eleven.
We observed qualitatively similar results for the
first ten language-sensitive axes identified by LDA.
These results suggest that representations remain
largely unchanged along language-sensitive axes as
they pass through middle and late-middle layers. In
these layers, the language model may be processing
more semantic information (Jawahar et al., 2019;
Tenney et al., 2019), transforming representations
along more language-neutral axes.

Figure 6: Representations in layer eight projected lin-
early onto the first three LDA axes that separate different
token positions. As shown in the right image, token po-
sition information was primarily encoded independently
of input language.

5 Language-neutral axes

It is then apparent that multilingual language mod-
els encode language-sensitive information along
language-sensitive axes. However, we still do not
have a clear picture of how information is encoded
along presumed language-neutral axes. Motivated
by the use of LDA to identify language-sensitive
axes, we used LDA to identify axes that encode po-
tentially more language-neutral information: token
positions and part-of-speech (POS). We assessed
whether the identified axes encoded the correspond-
ing features in language-neutral ways.

5.1 Token positions

First, we identified axes that encode tokens’ posi-
tions in input sequences. Notably, token positions
are encoded language-neutrally as absolute posi-
tion embeddings before the first Transformer layer
in XLM-R. Unless the model transforms position
information in a language-sensitive way, the in-
formation will remain encoded language-neutrally.
Still, identifying token position axes serves to ver-
ify our assumptions about the language neutrality
of position information in the model and to better
understand how this information is represented.
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Figure 7: Representations in layer four projected lin-
early onto LDA axes that separate different token po-
sitions. In some subspaces, curves encoded absolute
positions (left), while in others, toruses encoded relative
positions (right).

Position axes were language-neutral. We per-
formed LDA on sets of representations correspond-
ing to every sixteen token positions, identifying
axes that separated the different positions. We
used 8K representations sampled uniformly from
all languages for each position index. We pro-
jected representations from all token positions onto
the identified position axes to qualitatively deter-
mine whether the axes encoded position informa-
tion language-neutrally. Indeed, as shown in Figure
6, along the position axes, we could qualitatively
identify a token’s position in the input sequence
without knowing its source language, demonstrat-
ing that token position information remains largely
language-neutral as it passes through the model.

Position information was encoded along non-
linear structures. As shown in Figure 7, token
position information was encoded along toruses,
spirals, and curves in the position subspaces. These
structures were similar to the “Swiss-Roll manifold”
identified along directions of maximal variance in
unidirectional monolingual language models in Cai
et al. (2021).8 We hypothesize that this spiral struc-
ture may be due to the need for both relative and ab-
solute position information in the model. In some
cases, it is useful to know a token’s relative position
to nearby tokens; this information can be encoded
through toruses, whose circular structure can en-
code token positions modulo some window size
(e.g. Figure 7, right). Then, angles on the torus rep-
resent relative position distances. In other cases, it
may be useful to know a token’s absolute position
in the overall sequence; this can be encoded along
a single curve or linear dimension (e.g. Figure 7,

8Indeed, we were able to identify spirals encoding token
position information in middle layers simply by projecting
onto directions of maximal variance (within each language
or across all languages) in the multilingual model. This sug-
gests that token position information is often encoded along
directions of high variance in language model representations.

Figure 8: Representations in layer two projected lin-
early onto LDA axes that separate nouns, verbs, and
adjectives. As shown in the right image, representations
clustered independently of input language along these
axes. Additional plots are included in Appendix D.3.

left). Combining this relative and absolute position
information can be attained through multidimen-
sional spirals (e.g. the 3D spiral in Figure 6), which
project onto lines and curves along some axes and
toruses along others. Future work may investigate
how these nonlinear structures arise from and inter-
act with the dot product self-attention mechanism
in Transformer models.9

Position representations were stable across
layers. Similar to the projections onto language-
sensitive axes in Section 4.2, we were able to
project representations onto token position axes
identified for other layers while still producing
nearly identical curves to those in Figure 6 (see
Appendix D.2 for plots). In fact, we found that
these axes were stable as early as the second hid-
den layer, remaining largely unchanged until the
last hidden layer. This suggests that each layer
applies only minimal transformations to the rep-
resentations along language-neutral position axes,
leaving internal position representations largely un-
changed as they pass through the model.

5.2 Part-of-speech

As a stronger test of whether multilingual language
models align language-neutral information along
language-neutral axes, we considered axes that
encode tokens’ part-of-speech (POS). Unlike to-
ken positions, POS is not inputted directly into
the model; in order to encode POS in a language-
neutral way, the model must align features (e.g.
features of nouns vs. verbs) cross-linguistically
without supervision.

We performed LDA on sets of representations
corresponding to POS tags in the Universal Depen-

9Dot products are proportional to angle cosines on toruses.
If angles encode relative token positions (e.g. Figure 7, right),
the self-attention mechanism has easy access to relative posi-
tion information.
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Figure 9: Representations from layer four projected onto
a linear subspace where two axes encode token positions
(horizontal axes), and one axis encodes part-of-speech
(vertical axis). Projecting from the side visualizes the
part-of-speech axis (top right). Projecting from the top
down visualizes the token position axes (bottom right).

dencies (UD) dataset (Nivre et al., 2020). Specif-
ically, we mapped language model tokens to the
POS tag(s) that they were annotated with anywhere
in the UD corpus.10 Using this mapping from to-
kens to POS tags, we extracted token representa-
tions in each language for each POS tag. To iden-
tify axes separating specific POS tags using LDA,
we used a set of 8K token representations for each
POS tag, sampled uniformly from all languages
with tokens appearing in the UD corpus. When
projecting onto n dimensions, we used LDA over
n+ 1 POS tags, resulting in n axes that separated
representations for the provided POS tags.11

POS axes were language-neutral and stable
across layers. As with token positions, POS in-
formation was encoded largely language-neutrally
along POS axes. As shown in Figure 8, when pro-
jected onto POS subspaces, representations clus-
tered roughly by POS independently of their in-
put language. This result aligns with previous
work showing that syntactic information aligns
in shared linear subspaces across languages (Chi
et al., 2020). Unlike Chi et al. (2020), we iden-
tified low-dimensional subspaces that allow us to
visualize representations projected directly onto the
subspaces without additional distortion (e.g. unlike
t-SNE visualizations). Furthermore, we found that
these POS axes were relatively stable across layers

10The UD corpus contained 61 of the 88 languages in both
OSCAR and XLM-R.

11We omit visualizations applying LDA over all 17 POS
tags in the UD dataset because this method resulted in 16 dif-
ferent axes, and the first n axes for visualization generally did
not separate all POS tags. In particular, the first three dimen-
sions tended to separate punctuation, numbers, and symbols
(e.g. percent signs and emojis), grouping all other POS tags
together.

Figure 10: Representations from layer six projected onto
a linear subspace where two axes are language-sensitive
(horizontal axes), and one axis encodes token positions
(vertical axis). Projecting from the side visualizes the
language-neutral token position axis (top right). Project-
ing from the top down visualizes the language-sensitive
axes separating languages (bottom right).

one through ten, resulting in similar projections
when projecting onto POS axes identified for other
layers (see Appendix D.3 for additional plots). This
result aligns with the hypothesis that middle layers
process higher level information (Jawahar et al.,
2019; Tenney et al., 2019), but it also suggests that
low-level information is still retained along stable
axes in these layers.

6 Multilingual structure

Finally, we synthesize results from previous sec-
tions to develop a clearer picture of how multi-
lingual language model representation spaces are
structured. In Section 3, we showed that individual
languages occupy affine subspaces that are roughly
similar to one another after mean-shifting. These
language subspaces encode information such as
token positions and part-of-speech along shared
language-neutral axes (Section 5). The subspaces
differ primarily along language-sensitive axes (e.g.
axes connecting language means) that encode infor-
mation such as token vocabularies (Section 4). We
note that to the extent to which language subspaces
differ along at least one language-sensitive axis,
they are esentially non-overlapping in the higher di-
mensional space. To be precise, representations in
different languages do not directly occupy a shared
multilingual subspace; rather, representations must
be projected onto specific axes and subspaces to ex-
tract language-sensitive and language-neutral repre-
sentations. We describe different types of language-
sensitive and language-neutral axes in Appendix
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C, but we leave a rigorous quantification of the
“language-sensitivity” of individual features and
axes to future work.

Still, as shown in Figures 1, 9, and 10, we found
that axes encoding different features were often or-
thogonal to and independent from one another, en-
abling projections that were minimally influenced
by extraneous noise and features along other di-
mensions. For example, in Figure 9, the distinction
between nouns and verbs was encoded along an
axis orthogonal to a token’s position in the input
sequence, allowing either feature to be extracted
by projecting onto its corresponding axes (see ad-
ditional examples in Appendix D.4). However, this
observation may be because low-dimensional sub-
spaces are likely to be orthogonal to one another
in high-dimensional spaces, and we selected fea-
tures that were likely to be minimally correlated
with one another. Future work might assess how
multilingual language models encode more com-
plex linguistic features geometrically, or the extent
to which the models’ representation spaces can
be fully decomposed into orthogonal subspaces
encoding different features. This work has impli-
cations for more targeted subspace alignment be-
tween languages for better cross-lingual transfer
learning; for example, our methods might be used
to identify specific axes that should or should not
be aligned for specific tasks using existing repre-
sentation alignment approaches (e.g. Cao et al.,
2020; Kulshreshtha et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2021).

Finally, in Sections 4.2, 5.1, and 5.2, we pre-
sented initial results suggesting that language fam-
ilies, token positions, and part-of-speech are en-
coded stably across middle and late-middle layers
in multilingual language models. In other words,
the transformations in these layers may be primar-
ily language-neutral, and they may retain struc-
tures encoding low-level features for later token
reconstruction (Voita et al., 2019). In these layers,
representations might change primarily along axes
corresponding to higher level features (e.g. seman-
tics and general reasoning; Jawahar et al., 2019;
Tenney et al., 2019), leaving other axes unchanged.
A more detailed analysis of how specific represen-
tational structures are retained across layers is a
promising direction for future research.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we identified language subspaces and
individual language-sensitive and language-neutral

axes in the multilingual language model XLM-R.
We assessed these subspaces and axes using a va-
riety of methodologies, including causal effects
on language modeling predictions, direct compar-
isons between subspaces, and low-dimensional vi-
sualizations. Our results suggest that multilingual
language models encode features by projecting rep-
resentations onto orthogonal axes in the representa-
tion space, enabling the efficient and simultaneous
encoding of a wide variety of signals for down-
stream tasks and multilingual learning.

Limitations

Of course, our work has several limitations. First,
our results were limited by the languages avail-
able in XLM-R and the OSCAR corpus (Abadji
et al., 2021; Conneau et al., 2020a). Our 88 consid-
ered languages were skewed substantially towards
Indo-European languages; 52 of the 88 languages
were in some subfamily of the Indo-European
languages (see individual languages in Appendix
D.1; language families obtained from the Glottolog
database; Hammarström et al., 2021). The 88 lan-
guages included only six Austronesian languages,
two African languages, and zero Native American
languages. Due to this limited linguistic diversity,
our results may overestimate the similarity between
subspaces and representations across languages.

Second, even among the considered languages,
corpora varied substantially in both size and quality,
both in OSCAR and the XLM-R pre-training cor-
pus. Languages with smaller and less clean corpora
are likely to have less-nuanced learned representa-
tions and less-representative extracted subspaces
in XLM-R. It is also likely that language-sensitive
axes and subspaces encode topic distribution shifts
across languages, along with the language fami-
lies and token vocabularies observed in Section
4. From this perspective, investigating language-
sensitive axes for topic information might allow
researchers to quantify how topics differ across
languages.

Finally, due to limited computation resources,
our experiments were run only on one pre-trained
language model, XLM-R. Different architectures,
hyperparameter settings, and parameter initializa-
tions could produce different results. We hope that
future work will continue to assess the geometry of
multilingual language model representations, cov-
ering a wider variety of models and languages.
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each language. Experiments were run on eight Ti-
tan Xp GPUs. Across all reported experiments, to-
tal computation time was approximately 17.5 days.
The vast majority of computation time was spent
computing evaluation perplexities and in-language
token proportions for each projection type, lan-
guage pair, and layer in Sections 3.2 and 4.1.

B Subspace distances

B.1 Subspace distance metric

For each language A, we obtained a data matrix
XA ∈ Rn×d of n contextualized token represen-
tations in language A from the desired layer in
XLM-R. We used n = 262K (512 sequences in the
OSCAR corpus), which we found to produce rela-
tively stable subspaces for each language, as quanti-
fied by low distances between subspaces computed
from different random subsets of representations
from language A. Intuitively, the specific random
subset of tokens from language A should not im-
pact the computed subspace. Only two of the 88
selected languages had fewer than 262K tokens
in the OSCAR corpus: Javanese (n = 193K) and
Sundanese (n = 70K).

To represent each language subspace, we con-
sidered the covariance matrix KA ∈ Rd×d of the
original representation dimensions. If we mean-
centered the data matrix XA according to µA ∈
Rd, then KA could be computed as XT

AXA =
VAΣ

2
AV

T
A divided by n − 1, where VA ∈ Rd×d

were the right singular vectors of XA, and ΣA ∈
Rd×d was the diagonal matrix of d singular values
of XA (computed using singular value decompo-
sition). Geometrically, KA can be interpreted as
an ellipsoid with axis directions defined by the (or-
thonormal) columns of VA and axis scales defined
by the corresponding variances in those directions
(Σ2

A scaled down by n − 1). This ellipsoid is the
image of the unit sphere under the linear transfor-
mation KA. In this way, KA captures the variance
in different directions for representations from lan-
guage A.

To compute the distance between two covariance
matrices KA and KB , we used the distance metric
from Bonnabel and Sepulchre (2009) between pos-
itive definite matrices, written out as Equation 1 in
Section 3.3. Motivating this metric, Bonnabel and
Sepulchre (2009) describe a natural Riemannian
metric on the space of positive definite matrices. A
Riemannian metric defines an inner product over
the tangent space at each point in the manifold (in

this case, at each positive definite matrix). These
inner products can be used to define the lengths
of paths (geodesics) in the manifold. Then, the
distance between any two positive definite matri-
ces can be defined by the length of the shortest
geodesic curve connecting them. The resulting
metric is both symmetric and invariant to linear
transformations. Further theoretical properties of
the metric are described in Bonnabel and Sepulchre
(2009).

B.2 Rotation and scaling comparisons

In Section 3.3, we computed analogous rotation de-
grees and scaling multipliers for language subspace
distances in each layer of XLM-R. To do this, for
each layer of XLM-R, we first computed the mean
distance from each language subspace to itself be-
fore and after rotation by θ degrees or scaling by
multiplier γ along each axis. We computed this
mean over all languages and over 16 random rota-
tions or scalings, considering θ ∈ [0, 1, ..., 90] and
γ ∈ [1.00, 1.01, ..., 4.00]. Random rotations were
computed by sampling d//2 independent planes of
rotation (by generating a random orthonormal basis
and pairing together consecutive dimensions) and
rotating the principal axes (columns of VA ∈ Rd×d

as computed in Appendix B.1) by ±θ degrees in
each plane. Random scalings were computed by
multiplying or dividing the variance along each
principal axis by γ2, because scaling representa-
tions by γ along each axis would scale the corre-
sponding variances by γ2. As expected, we found
that the mean distance between transformed sub-
spaces increased monotonically with respect to
both rotation degree and scaling multiplier.

Then, given a true distance value between two
language subspaces, we computed the equivalent
rotation degree (and scaling multiplier) by iden-
tifying the lowest degree (or scaling multiplier)
that would result in an equal or greater distance
value. For example, given a true distance value
of 30.0, we identified the lowest rotation degree
that resulted in a mean distance of at least 30.0
when language subspaces were rotated individu-
ally. Essentially, we sought to identify the location
(in rotation degrees or scaling multipliers) along
the monotonically increasing distance curve where
each true distance value would fall. We computed
this rotation degree and scaling multiplier for each
language pair’s distance in each XLM-R layer, with
results described in Section 3.3.
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C Language-sensitive vs.
language-neutral axes

Here, we consider in more detail what it means
for an axis or subspace to be language-sensitive or
language-neutral. Broadly, as in Section 4, we call
a subspace language-sensitive if when a represen-
tation is projected onto the subspace, it has high
mutual information with its input language identity.
For example, if representations from two languages
have different distributions when projected onto
some subspace, then the projected representations
implicitly contain information about their input
languages. Then, we call the subspace language-
sensitive; conversely, if the mutual information is
low, we call the subspace language-neutral.

Notably, when considering linear axes and sub-
spaces, we can consider the means and variances of
projected representations from different languages.
Specifically, we can have the following language-
neutral axes:

(i) Equal means, low variance in each language:
due to low variance, these axes are not likely
to contain a significant amount of relevant
information within or across languages, al-
though variance is not a perfect indicator for
downstream importance. Rajaee and Pilehvar
(2022) suggest that there may be relatively
few “degenerate” axes of this type in multilin-
gual language models because languages tend
to be “degenerate” along different axes, but
they only considered axes in the original basis
of the representation space.

(ii) Equal means, similarly high variance in each
language: if projected representations from
different languages have similar distributions
(on top of similar means and variances) along
these axes, then the axes are indeed language-
neutral. This can be observed qualitatively by
viewing distributions of projected representa-
tions in different languages (e.g. Figures 6
and 8 in Section 5).

And the following language-sensitive axes:

(iii) High variance in A, low variance in B: these
axes may represent features that vary in lan-
guage A but not in language B. Previous work
has found evidence for these types of axes
in multilingual language models (low cosine
similarities along certain axes only in specific

languages; Rajaee and Pilehvar, 2022), charac-
terized as “degenerate” axes only in some lan-
guages. In our work (Section 4.1), we found
that setting representations from language A
equal to µB along axes with low variance in
language B induced more token predictions in
language B than shifting by µB − µA alone.
In other words, there was variance in language
A (centered around µA) that may have been
interpreted as noise (resulting in tokens out-
side language B) if simply shifted to be cen-
tered around µB; setting the representations
equal to µB along these axes was sufficient to
remove this noise. These axes may have been
encoding specific tokens or token features in
language A, less relevant to language B (high
variance in A, low variance in B).

In these cases, µB may be close to or far from
µA, depending on whether language B has
some fixed analogous feature value for the fea-
ture that varies in language A. Because there
is little to no variance in language B along
these axes, µB essentially serves as a fixed
bias term for language B representations.

(iv) Unequal means, similarly high variance in
each language: visually, these axes might
represent languages as similar distributions
shifted from one another (e.g. Figure 5, de-
picting language clusters). These shifts might
reflect true differences between languages in
the distributions of particular features, imper-
fect alignment between languages, or entirely
different features for different languages (see
Appendix C.1 below).

(v) Unequal means, low variance in each lan-
guage: due to the low variance within each
language, these axes would represent differ-
ent languages roughly as points, potentially
encoding any of the wide variety of features
that vary across languages (although with lit-
tle variance within each language). How-
ever, there is little evidence that these axes
exist in multilingual language models. Even
axes identified using LDA between languages
(designed to maximize variance between lan-
guages and minimize variance within lan-
guages) appeared closer to type (iv) above.

Future work may consider more rigorous quantifi-
cations of the language-sensitivity of individual
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axes and subspaces in multilingual language mod-
els, possibly quantifying the relative dimensionali-
ties of the language-neutral and language-sensitive
subspaces. Future work may also consider nonlin-
ear subspaces in the models; as demonstrated by
the spirals, toruses, and curves in Section 5.1, some
features are represented nonlinearly in multilingual
language models.

C.1 Extracting features

However, the interpretations above primarily con-
sider representation spaces as isolated units; they
do not consider how the models extract informa-
tion from the spaces. For example, even if a sub-
space appears language-neutral, features might be
extracted from the projected representations in
language-sensitive ways, and the subspace axes
might thus have different effects on downstream
processing for different languages. For example,
representation distributions in languages A and B
might look similar along some “language-neutral”
axis, but the distributions might encode different
features for downstream processing in the two lan-
guages. We attempt to avoid this confound in
our work by explicitly hypothesizing interpretable
language-neutral features (e.g. token positions or
part-of-speech in Section 5) that might be encoded
along particular language-neutral axes. We can
then assess whether individual axes encode specific
features across languages, although causal effects
on downstream model predictions need to be veri-
fied independently (e.g. Section 4.1).

More broadly, given any language-sensitive or
language-neutral axis, we cannot distinguish solely
on the basis of representation distributions in each
language whether the axis encodes the same feature
or the same type of information across languages.
By grounding our analyses in interpretable features
and downstream consequences, we can begin to
identify how individual axes affect model process-
ing in language-sensitive or language-neutral ways.

D Additional plots

In this section, we include additional visualizations
projecting representations onto language-sensitive
and language-neutral axes. In all visualizations, we
use the global representation mean µglobal across
languages as our origin along each axis. The choice
of mean only shifts projected representations by a
constant vector, not affecting visualizations. We
orthogonalize and normalize our axes prior to pro-

jection, ensuring that representations are projected
directly onto the corresponding subspaces without
stretching or distortion.

D.1 Language-sensitive axes
We projected representations onto the first two
LDA axes that separated languages in each layer
(Figure 11), including all 88 language means. In
Figure 12, we show representations from each layer
projected onto the LDA axes identified specifically
for layer eight, showing that these axes resulted in
similar projections across all middle layers.

D.2 Token positions
To demonstrate that token position information is
encoded stably across layers, we projected rep-
resentations from each layer onto the first three
LDA axes that separated token positions in layer
eight, obtaining similar plots for layers two through
eleven (Figure 13).

D.3 Part-of-speech
As shown in Figure 15, LDA was able to identify
axes that separated parts-of-speech (POS). Further-
more, these axes were stable across the majority of
layers; we obtained similar plots when projecting
representations from layers one through ten onto
POS axes identified for layer eight (Figure 14).

D.4 Multiple features
Finally, we projected representations onto sub-
spaces where different axes encoded different fea-
tures (e.g. token positions, part-of-speech, or input
language). In Figures 16 and 17 (along with Fig-
ures 1, 9, and 10 in the main text), projecting onto
different axes visualizes different features.
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Figure 11: Representations in each layer projected onto the first two LDA axes that separate languages in that layer.
Points indicate language means. Language families were obtained from the Glottolog database (Hammarström
et al., 2021), with varying levels of granularity depending on the number of XLM-R languages in each family (e.g.
breaking down the Indo-European languages). We grouped together the two Southeast Asian language families in
XLM-R: Austroasiatic (Vietnamese and Khmer) and Tai-Kadai (Thai and Lao). We identified language isolates as
languages that were the only XLM-R language in their family (Basque, Esperanto, Georgian, Japanese, Korean, and
Mongolian). Best viewed on a computer for magnification.
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Figure 12: Representations from each layer projected onto the first two LDA axes that separate languages in layer
eight. The structure of representations along these axes was relatively stable across middle layers.

Figure 13: Representations from each layer projected onto the first three LDA axes that separate token positions in
layer eight. Token position information was encoded in stable structures along stable axes throughout middle layers.
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Figure 14: Representations from each layer projected onto the LDA axes that separate nouns, verbs, and adjectives
in layer eight. The axes encoded this information stably throughout middle layers. The axes were computed only
from LDA in layer eight, but they encoded the same information in other layers as well.
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Figure 15: Representations from layer four projected
onto the LDA axes that separate the parts-of-speech
shown in each figure. Top left: nouns, pronouns, and
proper nouns. Top right: adverbs, verbs, and auxiliary
verbs. Bottom left: adpositions, particles, and coordi-
nating conjunctions. Bottom right: symbols, numerals,
and punctuation.

Figure 16: Representations from layer two projected
onto a linear subspace where two axes encode part-
of-speech (horizontal axes), and one axis is language-
sensitive (vertical axis). Projecting from the side visual-
izes the language-sensitive axis (top right). Projecting
from the top down visualizes the language-neutral part-
of-speech axes (bottom right).

Figure 17: Representations from layer eight projected
onto a linear subspace where one axis encodes part-
of-speech (first horizontal axis), one axis encodes to-
ken positions (second horizontal axis), and one axis is
language-sensitive (vertical axis). Projecting from the
side visualizes the language-sensitive axis separating
languages. Projecting from the top down visualizes the
language-neutral token position axis (middle right) and
part-of-speech axis (bottom right).
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